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the story of rocket singh is relatively
simple. a man, being chased by the

income tax department, boards a train
and evades it. what he does next is what
separates him from the rest of the crowd.
he gets off at the next station and buys

the train ticket of the person who is
getting off the train. this he does with the

help of a friend who has a contact. but
rocket singh isn't just about buying a train

ticket. it's about a man who chooses to
stay out of jail and choose to stay outside

the system. it's about being a man of
principles in a society where every body is
running around chasing a cheque. in the
process, he also teaches us a few lessons

in life. watch out for the character
prakash, who plays rocket singh's friend.
he is funny and plays an important role in
the film. he has a lot of dialogues to speak
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in the movie. his ideas and ways of
looking at things are different from rocket
singhs. thats why he is needed in the film.

thats what makes the movie a success.
the film is full of action sequences. rocket
singh is a man of his word. the sequence

in which he kills two i.t. officials in the
train and then buys a ticket from the

other person is one of the best sequences
in the film. there's a lot of energy in this
part. the character prakash is also very

good in this part. but the best part of the
film is the song sequence. the song
sequence is filled with action. the
shooting of the song is done in an

interesting way. everything is shot in a
different angle. this makes the song
sequence a special part. the song

sequence is a great part of the film. we
also see the actor kapil sharma and his

performance in the song. after all, he had
given an outstanding performance in his

first film aashiqui 2.
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